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2 Introduction
2.1 Authors
Natalia Parzyk
3rd year Physics postgraduate student, working with muon and neutrons to explore properties of
superconductors. A mountaineer from as far as she can remember (or even a bit more). Currently
an Equipment Officer of Warwick Mountain (former Web Officer and Secretary A.D. 2011/2012)
Natalia’s personal record is 3869m in French Alps. She done a lot of mountaineering at Polish
mountains (especially in Tatra and Bieszczady), from few years she is also exploring British
mountains: Lake District, Snowdonia, Peak District and memorable experience of Scottish winter.
Nessa Fereshteh Saniee
Final year physics PhD student and former chair of Physics PG-SSLC. Her research area is on tuning
physical properties of artificial structures and multilayers. Nessa got broad indoor and outdoor
3
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climbing experience (El Chorro and Costa Blanca –Spain, Fryer, Belgium, Peak district and Cheddar
Gorge UK) - The highest peak which Nessa has ever climbed is Damavand, the highest point in
Middle East, and the highest volcano in all of Asia (5671m). She has got excellent experience in days
of mountaineering in different regions of Iran and also Scottish winter.

2.2 Why Georgia, Why Kazbek
We travelled to Georgia to climb Mount Kazbek and explore Georgian culture. Georgia is an amazing
and astonishing country on a border between Europe and Asia. History of Georgia starts in ancient
times. Rich Georgian culture descends from Colchis, Iberia, Roman Empire... It is connected with the
mountains as they cover most of the territory of the country. Despite its relatively small area, it has
been continuously under attacks (wars in - 1991-1992 and 2008), so still poor and damaged but
people there are thought to be one of the friendliest on earth, and we wanted to check that.
The highest mountains range in Europe - Caucasus is partially in Georgian territory. Our expedition
main objective was climbing one of the summits: Mount Kazbek. Kazbek (5033 m) is not the highest
in the Caucasus but it is definitely the most beautiful one. It’s 6th highest in Caucasus range.
Technically, it is not very difficult mountain, as it’s rated as a PD in Alpine Scale (which is quite low
grade) and it needs only 100m of slightly more difficult climb to the summit. But if you take into
account the fact, that our base camp lies on 3600m and we have to take all the equipment,
provision, gas, tent with us, and our objective lies more than 5 thousands meters above sea level, it
starts to be serious. We have to consider about acclimatisation and letting our bodies adjust for such
height.

3

Georgian food
Certainly Georgia’s unique geographical location lends itself to a distinctively tasty cuisine.

Under the influence of its location and being a part of famous Silk Road, Georgian cuisine has a blend
of Eastern European and Middle Eastern taste. The adventure in Georgian cuisine is the braveness in
the mixing Mediterranean ingredients such as Lamb, pomegranate, olives, and yogurt with those of
European attached like corn, cheese, plums, and apples.
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There are no restrictions about consumption of different meats as Georgia was the first country
-comparing to its neighbours- that accepted Christianity. Fish also has a place in the culinary culture
owing to the coast of Black Sea.
One of the food we tried was the piece de resistance in Georgian cuisine, named also as
national dish of Georgia, Adjarian Khachapuri (Figure 1) which is a pastry formed into a boat shape,
filled with suluguni cheese, and with a raw egg on top when it is still hot. Khachapuri is so admired
that Georgian officials are trying to put this queen of taste under trademark protection.

Figure 1 Adjarian Kachapuri

Looking carefully at some of the traditional cuisines, one can see the distinctive West meets East in
their food. The traditional lamb kebab we had in Batumi was an intriguing mix of lamb mince meat
with pomegranate seeds, olive oil, onions and dills wrapped in a thin Naan.

5
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Figure 2 Spicy lamb kebab in a wrap

Bughlama is a lamb stew spiced with a plethora of tastes: onion, garlic, saffron, mint, coriander,
tarragon, dill, ginger, and cayenne and black pepper.

Figure 3 Bughlama

We obviously tried the Georgian version of dumplings called Khinkali. We also found it slightly hard
to eat these large flour dumplings which are filled with mince beef, pork, herbs, onions, and a juice
that comes out of the mixture during cooking the Khinkali. We realised we should have held it upside
down by its curly top and bitten its side to avoid dripping the broth on the cloths.

Figure 4 Khinkali and having fun eating it
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Here are a few more photos of fast food in Georgia we had that I think it still was under the
influence of traditional cuisines. If I managed to convince you to try some of these exotic cuisines
there are detailed recipes at “AboutGeorgia.ge”.

4 Capital Tbilisi
The name of the Georgian capital, Tbilisi, (Georgian: თბილისი t bilisi]) is derived from the
old Georgian word "Tpili" (თბილი) (meaning hot, attributed to the hot springs in Tbilisi). Tbilisi was
inhabited from forth to the third millennium BC.
The City is located in 120 km from Greater Caucasus mountain range, and 250 km from the Black
Sea. On my arrival I was astonished by overwhelming charm of the city which was neither European
nor Asiatic, but a melange of both.
We used Tbilisi as our -sort of- base camp and left unnecessary objects behind in a rented
place owned by our Polish friend Ian. I, Nessa, joined Natalia after a few days since they were
already in Kazbeg Mountains with no reception. I had a unique experience in Tbilisi which I’d like to
share with the reader.
On the night of August the 8th , I arrived at Tbilisi airport at 4 am and all I had was a text from Natalia
about the every detail of our trip to Kazbegi with the flat’s address where Natalia left some food for
me and I was meant to put my unnecessary items behind, but there was no mobile phone number. I
took a taxi and arrived at the place thinking naively that having the address should be enough. There
was no systematic numbering and I wasn’t even sure I was at the right part of the city at 5 am. So I
found a semi-ruined building which was more likely to be the place I was looking for. I didn't find the
flat No. 19 as the doors didn't have numbers in a 10-floor building. I took my mat out and tried to
rest and wait for the appropriate time to knock on the doors and ask for a guy named Jasiek.
Only just after half an hour a girl named Mari was coming back to her flat with her cute dog
and she saw me sleeping in the corridor of her building. Naturally she thought I’m a homeless (o r a
thief maybe?). I tried to explain but the whole story didn’t sound genuine to her and she called her
friend. Then they decided calling the police is the best option as they were sure there is no Polish
guy named Jasiek is living in that building.

7
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Figure 5: Left, Georgian police officer was trying to help Nessa. Right, Mari’s flat with Georgian
food and snack plus drink people are from right: Nessa, Nick, Natalia, Mari

I thought if I had access to internet I would have found my friend on facebook or I would have been
able to exchange mobile phone numbers. Kind police officers took me to the nearest hotel and
before that to McDonalds for free Wi-Fi, but Jasiek didn’t have the same name on facebook. It
appeared I was in a right building after all, just in the wrong floor.

Later on in our trip Mari invited me and my friends for a traditional soup with beetroot and a bottle
of Champaign.
The waxy brown hand-dipped candle-like food on the table is churchkhela (also written
churchkhella, Georgian: ჩურჩხელა) what some people call Georgian Snickers. As a mountaineer I
found charchkhela one of the best choices of food for expeditions.

While we were driving to different parts of Georgia either on the side of the road in the Georgian
countryside or in an open-air market, mostly Georgian women were selling these homemade snack
foods and region to region their colour changed as they used different type of grapes for the waxy
part.

Here is how to make them:

8
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Boiling the grape juice with flour for about two hours until it becomes a thick fluffy paste is the first
step. Once the mixture has an appropriate consistency, it is time to make the Churchkhela. The
shelled nuts (hazelnut or walnut) need to be strung, and hung out to dry. Then these strings of dried
nuts will be dipped into the still-hot mixture of grape juice and flour to be coated. Afterwards they
need to be hung and dried out.

Figure 6 Left: In the back of the photo among the bushel baskets of fresh vegetables and piles of
melons, the dark brown strings are homemade Churchkhelas. Right. Nessa with a string of
Churchkhela on the way to Kazbek Mount.

Tbilisi’s Face Today
The Old Town of Tbilisi lies on the crowded hills between the ctidadel of Narikala and the river
Mtkvari. Here is a blend of cultures and religions including Tatars, Persians, Jews, Armenians and
Georgians leaving behind mosques, synagogues, and churches which are sti ll in use. Some parts of
the town are under the renovation. With its diverse and rich history, Tbilisi has always held a range
of architectural styles. This Georgian capital has seen over the centuries a diversity of many classical,
medieval, and even Soviet structures.

9
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Figure 7 Panoramic view of The Old Town Tbilisi. On the left is the recently built Bridge of Peace.

What is noticeable at the first glance is the erection of giant metal steel and glasses modern
structures. One can think of the gradual disappearance of Tbilisi's wobbly, but charming, old wooden
buildings and changing its unique look forever.
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Figure 8 On a cliff overlooking the Mtkvari River, the chaotic history of the Metekhi church has
reflected that of Tbilisi itself.

The earliest churches before the Metekhi Church (built in 1278-89 by King Demetre II) on the site
were built in the 5th century. The statue of Vakhtang Gorgasali is overlooking the city he founded
from a cliff (the statue was constructed in mid nineteenth century).

Figure 9 Left, renovation of the Old Town. Right, Modern architecture in contrast with the bells of
Metekhi church
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Figure 10 Left Wish tree in Tbilisi. Right Sameba Cathedral was consecrated in 2002 and it is the
biggest church in the whole Georgia

While walking from the Motherland Statue just over the gondola station there was this tree with
parts of ribbon and plastic tied to it. They call it a wish tree that is a distinguished tree either by its
position or species, having a unique religious or spiritual importance. Those who tied these ribbons
on this tree were hoping their dreams and wishes will come true.

On our second return to this gorgeous city we tried to experience the way a young Georgian from
the capital would spend his weekend. As we found watermelons as national fruit of Georgia, we
bought a massive watermelon and a bottle of famous Georgian wine with some BBQ essentials. We
picnicked next to the river hoping to try some of the climbing routs at the Botanical Garden – one of
the best places to go rock climbing in Tbilisi- although that was a false hope as we had lack of gear
for rope climbing.
It was pleasant to sing in our native languages as we were from different countries and stay a night
out in nature so close to the capital of Georgia.
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Figure 11 A night out at the Botanical Garden Tbilisi. Left, invention of skewer from tree branches

5 The Georgian Military Highway
The Georgian Military Highway has been a rout since before the first century BC. The track
was converted by Russians into a road in 1738. The rout lost its importance due to the opening of
Caspian coast railway in 1883.
We had to take this rout in order to climb the Kazbek Mount. The cheapest way to get there
was by marshrutkas – the only available public transport- (minibuses). It took about 3 hours from
Didube terminal in Tbilisi to Kazbegi (costs only GEL 10). The scenery is breathtaking while the
highway climbs along the hillside.
Where the river White Aragvi is joined by river Black Aragvi from the northeast is the high
point of 1,014 m.
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Figure 12 Left map of Georgian Military Highway. Right up Soviet Monument to Russo-Georgian
Friendship right bottum Photo taken by Stefan G.

5.1 Kazbegi
Further in the valley, the town of Kazbegi will appear at 1,797m and 153 km away from
Tbilisi; as the only town in Khevi province.
The Kazbegi Nature Reserve is covering an area of 8,707ha between Eastern and Central
Caucasian ranges. Natalia and Nick ....
Very close to Kazbegi is the famous Gergeti Trinity Church (Georgian: წმინდა სამება Tsminda Sameba). The church was built in 14 th century and is situated at an elevation of 2170
meters, under Mount Kazbegi. The church is a admired waypoint for tourists and mountaineers in
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the area. Its isolated panorama on top of a steep mountain surrounded by the immensity of nature
has made it a symbol for Georgia.

Figure 13 Top view of Gergeti Trinity Church. Bottom Left, Natalia drinking the local Kazbegi herbal
drink (Tarragon). Bottom right Natalia and Nessa the Church Gergeti is in the background.
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6 Mingrelia
6.1 Poti
Coming back from Kazbegi with no success in climbing the Mount Kazbek due to terrible
weather condition, we decided to head towards the Black Sea coast and explore the rest of Georgia.
We took the train from Tbilisi to Poti (Georgian: ფოთი) which is a port city in Georgia, located on
the eastern Black Sea coast in the region of Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti in the west of the country. The
city on its own had not much to offer apart from being a major industrial centre
Very noticeable issue was that the main income of Georgians was from farming and selling
their products in the town or next to the main road. As the season was great for watermelons we
could find them almost everywhere. From there, we took another minibus to Batumi.

Figure 14 Poti open market
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7 Adjara
7.1 Batumi
The Province of Adjara is the hottest and wettest of Georgia’s provinces located in the far
southwest of the country. Batumi is the capital of Adjara Autonomous Republic. Adjara occupies
2900 km² with population over 400 000 people. The Black Sea cost of Adjara is 121 km.
Batumi is the main tourist attraction in Georgia now and it existed by the start of the 2 nd century as a
Greek colony. It started a rapid development shortly after Russians’ arrival in 1878. The city seems to
become the Dubai of Black Sea in near future considering the rapid blooming of buildings and
structures.
The tourist information is incredibly equipped with high quality maps and well English speaking staff.
The main attraction of the city is the Seaside Park decorated with contemporary art and sculptures.
The appearance of the city is quite European and seemed to be the holiday destination of rich
Georgians, mostly from the capital.
One of the spectacular artworks in Batumi is a moving sculpture of "Love," with a height of 7 meters,
which moves with an interval of couple of minutes.
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Figure 15 Photos of Batumi and Black Sea coast and Sea Park

Figure 16 Ali and Nino Love Sculpture
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This enormous metal sculpture called Ali and Nino after the names of heroes of the book of Kurban
Said, which tells about the love of Azerbaijani and Georgian princess - Ali and Nino.
These two gigantic figures of men and women rotate every 10 minutes to meet up at the point of
contact and merge into one unidentifiable figure

8 Shida Kartli
8.1 Gori
We took a train from Batumi to Gori which is normally no more than 3 hours, but our Train broke
down on and our journey took near 6 hours. So here we are trying to make the most out of our time.

Figure 17 Train break down on the way to Poti Natalia

Nessa

Nick

We finally arrived in Gori , a fairly unattractive city known as the birthplace of Georgia’s most
unpopular son, Stalin. Gori is although the main destination to visit the cave-city Uplistsikhe and a
few historical churches. They have taken the 17-m tall Stalin statue down from the main square of
Gori in 2010 against the town’s citizens will, as they think of him as a hero of sorts like he was a
strong local boy from Gori.

8.2 Uplistsikhe
After an hour of waiting for a local bus which runs between Gori and Uplistsikhe every couple of
hours, we decided to take a taxi for 15 GEL to the cave-town and camp there before getting dark.
19
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Uplistsikhe is about 10km east of Gori and is located by the Silk Road. It was a trading centre from
about 5th century BC. The city was destroyed by Changhiz’s son in the 13th century and before that
was occupied by monks. The remainder of caves has been continuously destroyed by elements of
nature and erosion of the site is inevitable although great effort has been put there such as channels
to carry off the storm water.
We found the best camp site next to the river and just 10 minutes away from the ancient town
surrounded by fruit trees like apple, plum, and walnut trees.

Figure 18 Top left camping next to the river, top right local fruits picked up by Nessa, bottom left
Natalia woke up in the morning next to the cows, bottom right our tent at night.

The ticket for the cave complex was only GEL2 for students (GEL3 for adults). The 41m tunnel is an
interesting entrance for the cave town. The remainder of a theatre built in 2nd and 3rd century AD is
what you can scramble up and see the rest of the cave town which includes Orchestra pit,
auditorium side, a wine making hall, bread oven, and a comparatively huge hall called Tamar
although Queen Tamar never lived there. There is also an underground prison. There are carved
shelves on the walls of a storage type room, supposedly a pharmacy based on the traces of herbs
20
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and wrapping stuff. In contrast with the ancient cave town there is a church right on top of one of
the halls, built in 10th century and surprisingly untouched by Mongol’s attack even though they killed
all 5000 monks who lived there.
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Figure 19 Top, The view of the cave town from the hills in front of it, the building with orange roof
is the church. mid left the theatre, mid right the eroded walls of a cave room, bottom from left
pharmacy shelves, Natalia, and stairs to wine storage rooms
We realised we had couple of hours in the morning before the cave complex opens, so we decided
to go for a hike. We did not realise how close we were to the border of South Ossetia and we might
have crossed the border by chance (there was a helicopter flying above us and passing quite a few
times). However, it is quite unlikely as we were at least a few kilometres away from the border
looking at the map.

8.3 Mtskheta
Mtskheta (Georgian: მცხეთა), named after Mtskhetos, son of Kartlos, one of the oldest cities of
Georgia, is located approximately 20km north of Tbilisi where the Aragvi and Kura rivers cross.
Mtskheta has been the spiritual heart of Georgia, having over 3000 years of civilization on its
background. At the confluence of the rivers was the pagan cult of Armazi equivalent of Ormzad the
god of fire in Zoroastrianism. The town was the capital of King Parnavaz I of Kartli. The main
cathedral Sveti Tskhoveli is raised on the site of the palace of King Iveria which is now the centre of
attraction in the town. The first church was built back in 4th century AD and it was replaced at 575,
following by the present church built in 1010-29. It’s now the largest surviving church in Georgia.
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Figure 20 Sveti Tskhoveli the largest surviving church in Georgia. The church has a three-bay nave
fairly huge comparing other Georgian churches.

9 Kakheti
9.1 Telavi`
Telavi (Georgian: თელავი) is the main city and administrative centre of Georgia's eastern province
of Kakheti. Our journey got even more exciting when we decided to hire a 4x4 car and explore one of
the remotest parts of the country with no asphalt roads. There was Telavi as our last chance to fill
the car up with petrol and get enough food for couple of days of mountaineering and pure
adventure.
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10 Mountaineering in Georgia: Mount Mkinvartsveri (Kazbek)
expedition and hiking in Tusheti
10.1 Mount Mkinvartsveri expedition
10.1.1 Day 5: 07.08. 2012 Mkinvartsveri (Mt. Kazbek) surroundings
Mkinvartsveri is a Georgian name of a 5000 m summit, better known as a Mt. Kazbek, name given by
Russians but easier to pronounce and to remember than Mkinvartsveri.
We arrived at Stepansminda (also known as Kazbegi) late evening the day before, spend a night at a
tent in the park, recommended to us as a place to sleep, but after a night there we'd not quite want
to come back there ever again ;) At least not if we want to get some sleep.. constant party with loud
music going next to our tent till 4 in the morning and when we thought that we finally may get some
sleep.. it started again around 7 ;) But enough about that, mountains are waiting.
The first view which appears to us in the morning, so we quickly forgotten about sleepless night was
it Mkinvartsveri, our awaiting aim.
We still had a few days till Nessa joins use and she will still need some time for acclimatisation so we
know that we will do 'a normal' route at some point so instead of taking a direct route towards
Gergeti glacier we choose to explore areas laying southernly from typical path to Mkinvartsveri.
Start altitude at Kazbegi was around 1700 m and we get to around 2700m on the same day. We
carried all technical gear needed to climb Kazbek (crampons, ice axes, rope), food, tent and all stuff
needed for few coming days, as a result my bag was weighting easily around than 20 kg or even
more.
We started at park (north of the center of Stepansminda) and headed south-west towards Pansheti
village and continue towards Arsha village. We've pased high hill cows, they pasture on a narrow
ridge around 2000 m so been higher than our current path!
Also few watch towers, part of ancient fortification system, a watch tower was visible from nearest
watch tower to spread the information if any danger was noticed. Watch tower used to serve as a
shelter.
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The first part of our walk was sort of wide track, used also for cars (although cars haven't disturb us
with their presence - we've maybe seen two of them during few hours of walking along that track).
When we past Arsha village and tern left to start climbing up towards abandoned village Toti, path
change to suitable for walking only but still distinct path. However.. higher up than Toti village.. map
was suggesting existence of a path..
That's the point where it worth to tell few words about Georgian maps. It's possible to buy detail
map of nearly all mountain areas of Georgia but mostly not as detail as we like it to be - Georgian
mountains maps got scale 1 : 50 000, which is just enough to get rough idea, but.. For comparison
the most widely used British mountaineering maps have a scale of 1:25 000, which make significant
difference.
It's worth to mention that from our experience at Kazbek range, as well as at different part of
country - Tusheti, what's on the map (describe by guidebook) is not necessary still there. Some paths
marked on the map was non - existing any more or partially covered in tall grass. Sometimes
following a path was impossible and finding where a path exactly suppose to be wasn't so easy from
map in 1: 50 000 scale. Experience in navigation is then highly recommended to anybody who wish
to wonder off the main path (so barely anywhere;) in Georgia. So with our path disappearing and
sometimes magically reappearing after long time we haven't seen it we continue with our walk.
Although map was suggesting an existence of a path, we sometimes need to cross high grassy weeds
or fight with spiders and do not say 'but they are only spiders' if you haven't seen a Georgian spiders,
they are big enough, and what's more disturbing are their colors.. bright yellow or bright red, whitegray-ish..brr.. At some point map suggesting a Chkhati river crossing.. don't expect a bridge.. crossing
that icy cold mountain river was a bit interesting.. barefoot was still the best option to mention a
balance (reminder: heavy bag) on wild river pebbles. Mountaineering in Georgia is still not very
popular so during a whole day we met a few Georgian's shepherds and just two other tourists. We
spend few minutes chatting to those nice Bask people to i.e. discover that shepherd in my first
language - Polish sounds very similar to that word in Bask language (and those two languages are
nowhere near to each other;)
After walking some time we reach that magnificent plateau with astonishing views in whatever way
we turn our heads. We can even catch a glimpse of Mkinvartsveri in distance. So we decided that it's
perfect place to camp. Just imagine waking up in the morning in such a surrounding.
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(Apart from views on more pragmatic side: it was large flat area and the water source was very near
which is quite important because using stream water even high in the mountain (our plateau was
around 2700 m) isn't good to drink because of usual sheep's pasture).

10.1.2 Day 6 : 08.08. 2012 Mkinvartsveri (Mt. Kazbek) surroundings (II)
Next sunny morning brought some ideas of what's next on the agenda. We looked at the map and
thought about hiking up Tharsheti (3417 m) or getting a bit further and heading up to other around
3600 m summit but we fortunatelly abandoned that idea as later on from the ridge which we decide
to climb (on the northern side of the valley where we camp) we can see that all slopes of Tharsheti
are covered in scree (and in fact we later during the day noticed that most above 3000m peaks at
Mkinvartsveri nearest neiberhood are like that). Scree is marked on the map, but it's just marked it
didn't give a clear idea of scale of the problem. And it wouldn't be nice to climb any dry, steep, scree
slope, certainly not with heavy rucksack. Insted of going more southernly, we decided to go more
direct toward glacier, climbing 3000 m ridge, walk along it to get to highest point of around 3200 m no name marked on map. To finally descent to different valley with a view
(in a clear day) for Mkinvartsveri. We pitch a tent in a place witch happen to be our base for 3
coming nights.

10.1.3 Day 7: 09.08. 2012 Mkinvartsveri (Mt. Kazbek) surroundings (III)
In the morning at 3000m- Kazbek in clouds, mist and some showers during a day - perfectly sunny in
Stepansminda where we want to meet Nessa, and came back to the tent at the evening with her.
10.1.4 Day 8: 10.08. 2012 Mkinvartsveri (Mt. Kazbek) surroundings (IV)
Weather didn't imporove, rainy part of the day, Nessa acclimatisation day (she climbed a 3200 ridge
which we've done few days ago).
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10.1.5 Day 9: 11.08. 2012 Mkinvartsveri (Mt. Kazbek) surroundings (V)
Weather getting worst, at 3000 m constant rain whole morning, we've noticed fresh snow at
surrounding around 4000 m peaks (before there was no snow at all) what mean there was even
more fresh snow on Mt. Kazbek slops.
10.1.5.1 Why we haven't succeeded with Mkinvartsveri?

The higher risk factor which we identified in our project proposal was bad weather in Mkinvartsveri
area. Mt. Kazbek is the highest peak in that part of Caucasus so all clouds are gathering around it.
We originally planned to have few reserve days to take account for that. But our plans changed
when Nessa has to rebook her flight to join us few days later. That left us with no reserved days and
we could only hope for the weather to be perfect but it wasn't. On the day of Nessa arrival to
Stepansminda weather starts getting worst and worst, least to say Nessa hasn't seen Mt. Kazbek at
all. We decide not to go any further as we probably coud get to mountain hut on 3600 m but that
may mean that we might ended up stuck in a hut for few days if weather gets worst and fresh snow
would appear lower down. Also we knew there will be fresh snow higher up and to have save snow
condition you need to wait at least 3 days after new snow fallen. Weather was not improving, we
had no time to spare it was rather getting worst and worst. Each day a level of clouds was getting
lower, also the on the morning of 3rd day the snow was covering the tops of surrounding 40 00 m
peaks. Sad decision to withdraw was made. We cannot spend more time waiting as another
objective of expedition was to explore the country and as it proved itself we needed that time to see
different faces of Georgia.

10.2 Hiking in Tusheti and Tusheti National Park
10.2.1 Tusheti National Park
Tusheti National Park is the biggest protected area in Europe. It is located in the Northeast part of
Georgia on the slopes of East Caucasus; It borders are Khevsureti and Kakheti from west and south
and Dagestan and Chechnya from east and north. Total areas of Tusheti National Park is 83 453 ha.
Tusheti is 1650-4493m above sea level. Tusheti National Park protects alpine meadows, glaciers and
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river sources that exist in the area, rare and endangered animal species and endemic relics of plants
and unique pine forest. What made us decide to go on this adventurous journey was its fame for
wonderful landscapes, gorgeous alpine meadows and exceptionally well preserved pine forests, as
well as following our passion of mountaineering and climb some of the mountains.
I would say that was the most memorable part of our trip to Georgia due to the mixture of intact
wild nature, untouched traditional villages, tranquilising environment and almighty mountains of
We managed to arrange a 4x4 hire at the very last day and departed from Tbilisi towards Telavi
direction roughly 3 hours drive. After shopping in Telavi and filling up the car by petrol we headed
towards Omalo in the Caucasus direction, over Abano pass (2926 m).
The journey was a unique experience driving experience point of view. The road was narrower than
any countryside road in the UK and it was not asphalted. The combination of a couple-of-hundred
drop on the valley side with the loose surface and lack of full control, made the journey slightly
longer than we thought. So we camped by the river just before Omalo.
At that beautiful remote part of Georgia. We’ve done a loop from Omalo through Sheneko. We hike
to Soneki Peak (2497 m) and could admire peaks behind the border at Russian Dagestan.

Figure 21 Left The narrow road to Oamlo in Tusheti National park. Right The car crashed at some
point and was left there
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The road to Tusheti region in Georgia maybe is less known then its Bolivian counterpart but no less
terrifying. It goes through the highest drivable mountain pass of Abano pass (2926 m) in Caucasus
which is accessible only from the end of June to early October.

Figure 22 Tusheti protected area (map taken from http://www.paata.ge/tusheti_en.html)
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Figure 23 Top 3 photos of the breathtaking view of the road in Tusheti. Bottom right the Pass
Abano pass (2926 m)
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10.3 Omalo and Shenaka
Omalo (Georgian: ომალო) is in a remote area of the region of Tusheti. Samll village with unique
architecture and surrounded by quite high mountains. Here are the photos of us exploring the
region and hiking for a few days.
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On the way back from Omalo
After spending a terrifying night in Omalo nearly hit by thunder storms, we decided to head back
towards Tbilisi to give the car back and arrange our return to the UK. The road condition was not
comparable to the way in. Beginning of the journey home after some bad weather was horrendous;
the road was washed away completely and nearly 30 percent of the road was missing or half-ameter size rocks were obstructing the road. I, Nessa, had the scariest experience of driving ever i n
my life. I am not sure if it is explainable so lets the photo do the talking.

Thanks to the local Tusheti guy, who drove our car... as I would never do it myself...There is at least 500 meter
drop down the cliff. The original road was 2 meters underneath the stones.
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Figure 24 Bad road condition, poor visibility and loose rock covered the main road

10.4 Gremi
Gremi (Georgian: გრემი) is a 16th-century architectural monument in Kakheti, Georgia. Gremi the
town was once the capital of Kakheti Kingdom. It is 175 kilometers east of Tbilisi, which we randomly
drove by and the unique architecture and eye-catching turquoise colour of the roof attracted our
attention so we visited this church shortly. It was functioning as a lively trading town on the Silk
Road and royal residence until being razed to the ground by the armies of Shah Abbas I of Persia in
1615.
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Figure 26 Top Gremi Church. Bottom left distance from Gremi to the rest of the world including
London 4298km. Right border of Azerbaijan
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11 Personal reflections
Nessa: It is hard to believe that mountains can be sometime so unpredictable and no matter how
much time we spend on precautions and back up plans, still the almighty high altitude mount can
defeat us. It was a lesson from nature for me to be even more patient and try to make the most out
of even unfortunate events, such as terrible weather to ascend a zenith or terrifying thunder storms
while we camped in a fairly open field. I was amazed by us how we managed to still learn from this
trip and improvise our plan in very last minutes of obscurities. When I think back about Georgia
nothing but a breath-taking scenery and a serene memory of a wild intact nature comes to my mind,
maybe with a few flashbacks of the most terrifying road I've ever driven on before and the few
seconds of halting my breath and hoping the thunder won't hit me while I running from our tent to
our car which were only a few meters apart. Making a Georgian friend in the most random way was
a unique experience. I realised how friendly they are and they trust strangers quite easily. I'm happy
that we did this trip despite the fact that almost everyone td us that Georgia might not be the safest
country or most stable one at the moment for 2 young women to explore and dare to drive on new
roads with poorest quality possible to unreachable areas of a foreign country. I enjoyed the hike to
3200 meters just before the glacier even though it was such a torture to be trained for alpinism and
revise the crevasse rescue over and over and not even get the chance to put crampons on.

Natalia: Dear readers, you had a look at amazing landscape, astonishing scenery of Georgian
mountains catch on photographs, bare in mind more than 60% of country is mountains and that’s
more than enough for me to be constantly in awe with Georgian nature.
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12 Conclusion

As a part of this project we wanted to inspire other students to go out to the world and explore
some not so-heard-of countries instead of making those well-known tourist destinations richer and
richer. There is a lot to be learned and seen in an exotic country like Georgia, a country with a
vibrant young population and plenty of opportunity to be flourished. Comparing the European life to
a country on the cross-road of Mid-East and Eastern Europe has a lot to offer from its Swiss like
nature to happy spirit of its young nation. From high mountains of Caucuses to the coast of Black Sea
can be a journey of life. We hope that we helped to update the image of Georgia as a peaceful, rich
in culture, and thirsty to be discovered country. We have used all means of transport to explore
almost every each of this ancient land. We hope the website we'll make and thud report can inspire
not only other students of university of Warwick, but also even a wider audience in British society to
explore Georgia.
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Financial Plan

Actual value

GBP
43.5
GBP
40
GEL
225
GEL
363.02
GEL
80
GBP
400
Transport in Georgia
GEL
82
GEL
12
GEL
21
GEL
40
GEL
15
Accomodation
USD
100
GEL
180
GEL
120
Plane tickets
GBP
242.95

GBP
307.75
GEL
75
GBP
18.8
4x4 car for 3 days- Tusheti
USD
255
GEL
191

Converted
to GBP
43.5
40
90.7
146.34
32.25
400

Description
Nessa AAC membership/ insurance
food bought before
food without bills (small shops, street sellers etc)
food with bills
gas+petrol (stoves)
website (to be ready by mid- January)

33.06
4.84
8.47
16.12
6.05

train tickets TBL-Poti, Batumi – Gori, Gori - TBL
mininus Poti Batumi
metro Tiblisi
minibus to/from Stepansminda
taxi Gori -Uplistihe

65.36
72.56
48.37

Ian Tblisi (*3) + storage
hotel Tblisi (*2)
Batumi (*2)

242.95

307.75
30.23
18.8

Natalia
Nessa (bought two days later) + Nessa addtionally
payed rebooking fee, not from fund £60 so not
included here
taxis from/to the airport
trains Leamington Spa-Birmingham Int (with railcard)

166.67
76.99
1851

car rental
petrol
TOTAL
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Journey itinerary

03/08/12

Birmingham-Munich – Tbilisi (around 4 AM next day)

04/08/12

Tbilisi

05/08/12

Tbilisi

06/08/12

Tbilisi/Stepansminda

07/08/12

Mkinvartsveri (Mt. Kazbek) expedition (ascent from 1700 m to spent camp at 2700 m)

08/08/12

Mkinvartsveri (Mt. Kazbek) expedition (highest point of a day 3200m, camp at 3000 m)

09/08/12

back to Stepansminda to meet Nessa and back to camp before Gergeti glacier (3000 m)

10/08/12

Mkinvartsveri (Mt. Kazbek) expedition (Nessa acclimatisation day 3000 m)

11/08/12

Mkinvartsveri (Mt. Kazbek) expedition/ back to Tbilisi at evening

12/08/12

Tbilisi (car reserved doesn't equal car available)

13/08/12

Tbilisi (only available cheap train tickets towards the sea for next day)

14/08/12

Tbilisi -Poti- Batumi

15/08/12

Batumi

17/08/12

Batumi-Gori-Uplitsihe

18/08/12

Uplithihe-Gori-Tbilisi

19/08/12

4x4 excursion - Tusheti

20/08/12

4x4 excursion - Tusheti

20/08/12

4x4 excursion - Tusheti

21/08/12

4x4 excursion - Tusheti and back to Tbilisi, visiting Mtskheta

22/08/12

Planed flight back, but they reschedule it for next day

23/08/12

Flight back to UK (TBL-MUN-BRH)
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Appendix C Website
We are planning to get online with our website about Georgia by end of January and it will be
available online on address: www.meetgeorgia.org.uk .
We already have given short presentation (10 min) for Warwick Mountains and we set date for
Wednesday, Week 2 of Term 2 (16.01.2013) at 6 PM to give an expanded presentation. If the Fund
committee agrees we intend to put this report at Warwick Mountain’s website. We hope Warwick
students will find our future website interesting.
Website adress: www.meetgeorgia.org.uk
Webmaster: Michal Fogelman, michal@fogelman.pl
Graphic Designer: Karolina Smalcerz
The webpage will be something in between the wiki and news format. Our trip will be used as a
guideance in between subjects. With the system of specific tags and articles on different subject we
will hopfuly create a valuable source of information and promote Georgia among Warwick student.
Graphic Design shown on the pictures:

The design of the future website

Background
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Appendix D
Few days from Natalia's travel journal (more to be included at post-project website to be ready by
end of January at the Internet address: meetgeorgia.org.uk
Day 1: 03.08.2012 Let's the dream came through
Due to some unforeseen circumstances Nessa has to reschedule her flight for 7 of August. That left
me and Nick getting at early morning to Birmingham airport to start our adventure.
BIM-MUN -TBL Few hours to see Munich and lots of coffe during a day.
Day 2 : 04.08.2012
Plane landed at Tblisi around 4 in the morning..TBL transcription to latin alphabet fortunatelly
ewerywhere ;) (airport, road signs) Jasiek picking us up from airport, making the first hours in
Georgia so easy and so smooth (as it appeared afterwards it could be much more complicated.. see
Nessa's description..) Day started by trying to get some sleep - finally going to bed around 7 AM
(getting to flat, looking around, keep talking and talking and to excited to fall asleep - trying to get as
much from time in Georgia as possible..

After waking up, realizing how hot it's outside and keeping in mind we still need to wait for the rest
of the party also taking in account that was first day I can do no work from few weeks.. time for a
lazy and relaxed day come. But we eventually emerged from flat in the evening (still 30 and
something outside) to explore a city a bit. With lots of noisy cars on main streets the most obvious
idea was to avoid them and wonder around on small streets. Our way leads us to buildings hanging
from the edge of hill, choosing a small paths with seems to go through somebody's gardens but
apparently they've been a proper way to get further. West side of Tblisi got a natural border created
by Trialeti Mountain Range. They are not particularly high. But as 'they are there'.. (Sir Edmund
Hillary coming to mind) when we by chance get to footstep of Mtsatsminda, it was quite natural
(even if temperature was around 30deg- just a reminder;) to go up there and it was worth it we got
to see amazing panorama of the city (see photo).
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A bit tired but hillwalking and time for dinner was approaching we have decided to go to proper
Georgian restaurant with traditional food (..and pizza, still Georgian one ;) and we happen to came
right in time for live Georgian music concert- 7 people male band, playing on instruments and
chanting traditional Georgian songs .
Georgia appears to be a country of contrasts, first one to note old people asking for money on the
streets in the neighborhood with very expensive shops (well known designers brands etc.), we've
learned afterwards that some of them are victims of recent wars.
Walking on the streets we've noticed slightly unexpected.. EU flags.. near all sorts of authority
related buildings, it was sometimes even in front of police stations in small towns.. But also a lot of
Georgian flags everywhere, Tblisi is a capitol of Georgia we've seen many governmental buildings.
And it's just day 2 so any reminder of ''wow! it's true, I'm in Georgia!' was welcome with enthusiasm.
One of the first thing which you get familiar when you arrive to foreign country are.... money. So
they are coins, in usual circular shape, with something written in unusual Georgian alphabet (no idea
what, I'm sure it's important) but.. surprise, surprise.. they also have 'Republic of Georgia' written in
English!
If you happen to wondering if Georgia is in Asia or in Europe.. Tblisi won't solve your problem - first
impression of the city- is very, very European, or at least pretending to be..
Tblisi is a city of contrasts - outside - inside (or ground flour shining new shop and looking like falling
apart rest of the building and rest of the neighborhood in fact. What probably wasn't true image of it
at all - because if you come inside of a building which seems like a ruin just glancing at its front, it
was totally different in a flats, they've been nice and ok.)
Vegetable stalls at random places (Tblisi is a capitol of Goargia, a big city with a random vegetable
stales, even in strict center)
It’so easy and cheap to get anywhere via a metro + lots of buses which have a timetible and runes
according to it (very unusual in Georgia)

... to be continue on meetgeorgia.org.uk (on -line by end of January 2013)
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